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ABSTRACT 
Bifurcation results are stated for the class of A-proper mappings whose proof uses 
the generalized degree theory of such operators. Applications of these results are 
described for two types of problem. The first is modelled on elliptic PDEs on 
unbounded domains, the second concerns periodic solutions of some ODES. For the 
latter, several sets of hypotheses are discussed. 
INTRODUCTION 
One of the most useful tools in nonlinear problems is topological degree. 
The theories of the Brouwer degree, for continuous mappings in finite 
dimensional spaces, and of the Leray-Schauder degree, for compact perturba- 
tions of the identity, are by now classical and have had many successful 
applications. At the end of the 1966s several generalizations were made so as 
to define degree for wider classes of mappings. We mention the work of 
Browder [l], Nussbaum [6] (k-set contractive mappings), Sadovskii [13] 
(limit-compact mappings), Elworthy and Tromba [3] (Fredholm mappings), 
Mawhin [5] (coincidence degree), Browder and Petryshyn [2] (A-proper 
mappings, which we shall describe further shortly), Fitzpatrick and 
Pejsachowicz [4] (quasilinear Fredholm maps), plus many others. 
Degree theory can be used to prove existence of solutions. Indeed, one of 
the major applications of the Leray-Schauder theory is to reduce existence 
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theorems for quasilinear partial differential equations to that of finding 
appropriate a priori bounds for possible solutions. 
Bifurcation theory is the study of nontrivial solutions of nonlinear equa- 
tions of the form F(u, A) = 0, depending on one (or more) real parameter(s), 
when a trivial solution is known to exist for all values of the parameter, 
F(0, A) = 0. Values of the parameter are sought for which the number of 
solutions changes, so that nontrivial solutions bifurcate from the zero solution, 
that is, a nonzero branch of solutions forms. It is well known in the linear case 
for problems of the form u - XTu = 0 (say) that non-zero solutions exist if 
and only if X is a characteristic value of T (A-' is an eigenvalue). 
If the nonlinear problem has the appropriate form, a standard method is 
linearization, whereby, for small u, F(u, A) is well approximated by linear 
operators. One then tries to prove that small solutions of the nonlinear 
problem exist from properties of the linear operators. In particular, one can 
often show that nontrivial solutions of the nonlinear problem can only 
emanate from characteristic values of the linearized operators, but do not 
necessarily do so. Bifurcation can be shown to occur at characteristic values 
of odd multiplicity (dimension of the kernel) by means of degree theory 
arguments. The oddness hypothesis ensures that the degree of the linear 
operators, considered as a function of the parameter X, changes as A moves 
through such a characteristic value. This implies that the degree of the 
nonlinear mapping, on small neighborhoods of the origin, also changes. This 
change in a topological homotopy invariant means that the. number of 
solutions changes. In fact, using a topological argument one can obtain some 
global information on the branch of solutions that emanates from a character- 
istic value. The arguments used to do this are based on the paper of 
Rabinowitz [12], who considered compact mappings. Stuart [14] gave an 
extension to k-set contractive mappings, and work on A-proper mappings has 
been done by Toland [ 171 and in greater generality by Welsh [20]. 
This bifurcation from the zero solution depends only on the local behavior 
of the nonlinear operator near 0 and gives the existence of solutions of small 
norm. To obtain the existence of solutions of large norm one can try to obtain 
more global information on the bifurcation branch. Another possibility is to 
prove results on asymptotic bifurcation, or bifurcation from infinity, when 
the nonlinear terms are small at infinity. 
The first part of this paper is mainly expository, and we state some recent 
generalizations due to Welsh [20] concerning global bifurcation from zero in 
the A-proper framework. We then give some remarks on bifurcation from 
infinity by showing that an idea of Toland [15,16] can be used to obtain 
results on asymptotic bifurcation from results on bifurcation from zero of a 
related problem. This result appears to be new for A-proper mappings. 
In the second part of the paper we sketch some of the possible applica- 
tions of the theory. Of course, applications that involve compact mappings 
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also fit the A-proper theory, but we wish to consider certain applications that 
are not readily dealt with by other classes of mappings. 
We shall discuss two types of problem where compactness is unavailable. 
The first is modeled on a semilinear elliptic problem on an unbounded 
domain. This follows the work of Toland [17] and extends some work of 
Stuart [14]. The operators here combine contractive and monotonicity hy- 
potheses and were shown to be A-proper by Toland [17]. 
A second type of problem involves loss of compactness because it is not 
semilinear, that is, the highest order derivatives do not occur linearly. We 
consider a simple problem of this type, namely the existence of periodic 
solutions of a second order ordinary differential equation of the form 
x” = f( x, x’, x”) 
where f depends in a nonlinear manner on r”. It is assumed that f is of 
“higher order,” so that one seeks periodic solutions other than the zero 
solution. The period of the solution is also an unknown of the problem, 
but-using well-known methods-the problem is reformulated as a nonlinear 
eigenvalue problem on the bounded interval [O,l]. It is then possible to use 
bifurcation theory to get nontrivial solutions branching from the trivial one. 
To do this one has to show that the operators involved are A-proper in 
suitable spaces. Several sets of hypotheses are possible to show this. We shall 
discuss several of these that have been applied by Petryshyn and Yu [ 111. 
We shall show that for two different sets of hypotheses it is possible to 
replace the given problem by an equivalent one where the x”-dependence on 
the right-hand side disappears. This means that not only does A-properness of 
the new operator follow more easily, but also it is possible to apply the 
coincidence degree theory of Mawhin [5], and, by using integral equations, 
one could also use Leray-Schauder degree theory. We therefore give more 
general hypotheses where the previous arguments fail but, nevertheless, one 
retains A-properness. 
1. THE CLASS OF A-PROPER MAPPINGS 
Let X, Y denote real Banach spaces, let { X, }, { Y, } be sequences of 
oriented finite dimensional subspaces of X, Y respectively, and let Q,, : Y + Y, 
be linear projections of Y onto Y,. We say that the approximation scheme 
I= {X”,Y,>Q,> is admissible for maps from X to Y if dim X, = dimY,, for 
each n, dist(x, X,) -+ 0 as n + 00 for each x in X, and &(y) + y as n + 00 
for each y in Y. 
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DEFINITION. A map f: X + Y is said to be approximation-pmper 
(A-proper for short) relative to I if 
(i) Qnflx, is a continuous map of X, into Yn; 
(ii) whenever { x, } is a bounded sequence with x, E X, for each n such 
that for a subsequence (denoted for simplicity by { rk}) we have Qk f(xk) * w 
in Y, there is a further subsequence of { xk} that converges to a point x, and 
f(x) = w. 
Most spaces that are needed in applications are separable and have an 
admissible scheme. The class of A-proper maps is a large one, as it includes, 
when X = Y, maps of the form I - k, where I is the identity and k is a 
compact mapping, that is, for each bounded set D, k(D) has compact 
closure. Generally, compact perturbations of A-proper maps are A-proper. 
Other examples arise from mappings of monotone type. We refer to the 
survey article of Petryshyn [7] for further details of these examples. 
The A-proper mappings arise fairly naturally when one wishes to obtain 
solutions of the equation f(x) = p as limits of the related finite dimensional 
problems Q,,f(d = Q,,P- 
One reason for their usefulness is the fact that a theory of topological 
degree can be defined (Browder and Petry_shyn [2]). In fact, if G is an open 
subset of X with boundary 8G and f: G -+ Y is A-proper, we can define 
Deg( f, G, p), the degree of f relative to G and a point p, provided that 
p 65 f(aG), as follows: 
DEFINITION. Deg( f, G, p) is the set of all limit points (including + ~0) 
of the sequence of Brouwer degrees { deg( Q,, f, G n X,, Q,p)}. 
Although Deg is no longer a singleton (in general), the usual properties of 
degree, homotopy invariance, and additivity hold in a modified form (see e.g. 
[7,8] for more details). 
Bi.rcation Results 
We shall be interested in proving the existence of nonzero solutions u of 
an equation 
F(u,h)=O 
for certain values of the parameter X, when it is known that F(0, X) = 0 for 
all X. We suppose that F has the form 
F(u,h)=Au-hBu+R(u,A), (1) 
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where A and J3 are bounded linear operators from X to Y, and R is of 
“higher order,” that is, ]]R(u, X)]]/]]u]] + 0 as (]uJ] + 0. Thus A - XB is the 
(Frechet) derivative of F at 0. We shall suppose that A - XB and F are 
A-proper (relative to a scheme I) for each A in some interval (a, b) finite or 
infinite. 
DEFINITION 1. A point A, is called a bifurcation point of (1) if there is a 
sequence { u,, X, } of solutions of (1) converging to (0, X,) with u, f 0. 
Let ch(A, B) = {A E R : ker(A - AB) # (0)) be the characteristic values 
of B relative to A. 
LEMMA 1. Zf X 65 ch(A, B), then X is not a bifurcation point of (1). 
Proof (Welsh [ZO]). A continuous A-proper operator is proper on 
bounded sets, that is, the inverse image of a compact set is compact (see, for 
example, [7]). Using this fact, it is easy to show that there is a constant C > 0 
such that ]]Au - ABulJ >, Cllull, u E X. For p # X, 
II& - pBu - R(u, p) II> ]]Au - Mull - Ix -A IIBII ll4l- ilRb~ d iI 
>o 
for ]X - 1-11 and ]]u]] suffi ‘ciently small, so X is not a bifurcation point. n 
Points in ch(A, B) need not be bifurcation points, as examples show. 
Indeed, consider X = Y = R2 and the problem for 
given by 
x,+Ax,=O, 
xx,-xf=o. 
Here 
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It is readily seen that 0 E ch(A, B), but the only solution (x, A) of the 
nonlinear problem is (0, X), so 0 is not a bifurcation point, 
NOTATION. Let S denote the set of nonzero solutions of (l), and let 
S’= S ~((0, A): X E ch(A, B)}. 
The following theorem is due to Welsh [20] in the generality given. An 
earlier result in a Hilbert space setting with A = Z was given by Toland [17]. 
Both of these results are modifications of the result of Rabinowitz [12]; see 
also Stuart [14]. 
THEOREM 1. Let A, E(a, b) be an isolated element of ch(A, B). Sup- 
pose that for A, < X0 < X2 such that [A,, X2] nch(A, B) = {A,}, 
Deg(A - X,B, U,O) + Deg(A - A$, U,O), 
where U is an open set containing 0. Then X, is a bifurcation point of (1). 
Moreover, if V denotes the component (maximal connected subset) of S’ 
containing (0, A,), then %? has one of the following properties: 
(i) it is an unbounded subset of X X R; 
(ii) (0, pa) E V for some p0 E ch(A, B) with p0 # X,; 
(iii) inf{X-a,b-X:(U,X)E%‘} =O. 
To apply this theorem it is necessary to find concrete hypotheses under 
which the degree does change. This can be done using the concept of 
multiplicity of a characteristic value A,. In the simplest case this is the 
dimension of ker( A - h, B), the kernel (or nullspace) of A - X, B. 
We shall now state one of Welsh’s theorems. First recall that a bounded 
linear operator T is said to be Fredholm of index zero if the kernel, ker T, is 
finite dimensional and the image, ImT, has the same finite codimension. 
THEOREM 2. With notation as above, suppose that A - A,B is a Fred- 
hobn operator of index zero and that Bker(A - A,B)nIm(A - h,B) = (0). 
Then global bifimation occurs at A, if ker(A - X,B) has odd dimension. 
If B is compact, a rather simple method of attack due to Toland [16, 181 
is possible. This was done by Webb and Welsh [19]. If B is not compact, the 
proof requires rather more effort (Welsh [20]). 
When A is the identity, the dimension of ker( Z - h 0 B) is the (geometric) 
multiplicity of X6 ’ as an eigenvalue of B. Bifurcation results using degree 
theory often make such an odd multiplicity assumption, but usually for the 
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algebraic multiplicity. The condition Bker(A-X,B)nIm(A-A@)= {0}, 
known as a transversality condition, suffices to make algebraic and geometric 
multiplicities coincide. 
The above theorem proves the existence of nontrivial solutions of F( U, X) 
= 0 emanating from (0, ha)-bifurcation from the zero solution-so solu- 
tions of small norm exist. Solutions of large norm can be shown to exist if the 
possible alternatives (ii) and (iii) can be eliminated in some fashion. 
Another method of obtaining solutions of large norm is by bifurcation 
j&n infinity, which we now describe. 
DEFINITION. We say X, E R is an asymptotic bifurcation point for the 
equation F( U, X) = 0 if there exists a sequence {(Us, A,)} of solutions such 
that X, --, X, and ]]u,,]] + co. 
In order to prove the existence of asymptotic bifurcation points we 
assume that F has the form 
F(U, A) = Lu - XMu - S(u, A), 
where IIWp ~Wll4l -, 0 as u += co, and L, M are bounded linear oper- II II 
ators. Thus F is asymptotically linear with asymptotic derivative L - AM. 
Given S as above, define a map 3 (we suppress the A dependence) by 
G) =11~112~ + 3 
i 1 
v # 0; sI(o) = 0. 
Note that 
IIW II V =--- 
1141 ’ 
where 
u=y$’ 
so Il%wll~ll + 0 as ll4l + 0. 
Toland [15, 161 used the map 3 to show that bifurcation at infinity for the 
problem 
Lu-XMu-S(u,A)=O (2) 
can be deduced from results on bifurcation from zero for the problem 
Lu-XMu-&,h)=O. (3) 
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He took L = I and assumed that S(u, h) was of the form AS(u) with M + S 
k-set contractive. 
We prove an analogue of his result but in the present wider setting of 
A-proper mappings. 
THEOREM 3. Withnotationasabove, fmeach A, ifL-AM-S(.,A) is 
A-proper (relative to some I?), then so is L - AM - $a, A). Moreover, (A, u) 
is a nontrivial solution of (2) if and only if (A, u/ IIuII ‘) is a nontrivial 
solution of (3). 
Proof. Suppose that { x, : x, E X, } is a bounded sequence such that 
Qn(Lx,-XMx,-~(x,,X))-,w as n-+m. 
By passing to a subsequence if necessary, we can suppose that l]xn]] + LY. If 
(Y = 0 the proof is immediate, so suppose (Y # 0 and, without loss of gener- 
ality, that x, # 0 for all n. Set v, = x,,/]]x,]]~. Then v, E X, and 
Q,(Lu,-XMo,-S(v,,h))+$ as n+m. 
By the assumed A-properness, it follows that v, + v and Lv - hMv - 
S(v, A) = w/a’. Thus, x, + x = a2v and ]]x]] = (Y. Hence L - AM - 3 is 
A-proper. It is easy to see that the remaining assertions hold. n 
Toland [16] proves the analogous result for k-set contractive operators, 
which requires rather more effort than my simple result. 
Now it is clear that X, is an asymptotic bifurcation point for (2) if and 
only if it is a bifurcation point of (3). Thus we can obtain solutions of large 
norm of Equation (2) from knowledge of solutions of small norm of (3). In 
particular, bifurcation from infinity occurs at “characteristic values” [ele- 
ments of ch(L, M)] of odd multiplicity, and one of the three possibilities 
(i)-(iii) occurs. We do not state the theorem that can be derived from 
Theorems 2 and 3. Bifurcation from infinity results have also been obtained 
by Petryshyn [9], but he does not use this idea and his results are less general. 
2. SOME REMARKS ON APPLICATIONS 
To justify the use of A-proper mappings one needs to show that there are 
some applications where other theories cannot be readily applied. Toland 
successfully did this [17] using the sum of accretive and k-ball contractive 
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mappings. Also, Petryshyn and Fitzpatrick [lo] and Petryshyn and Yu [ll] 
have studied problems where the A-proper framework is most natural. 
We first describe an application using the ideas of Toland [17]. 
We consider the abstract problem that is modeled on semilinear elliptic 
problems in unbounded domains. Let H be a separable Hilbert space, and 
consider the problem 
Au-Xu+Nu=O. 
Here A is an unbounded operator with domain D(A). 
If A is invertible, the above equation is equivalent to 
u - AA-% + A-lNu = 0. 
To apply bifurcation theory one needs 
IF- ‘Null ~ o 
Ilull 
as JIuII -+O. 
As remarked by Stuart [14], this can be impossible to satisfy in certain 
applications, and therefore one replaces the problem by another equivalent 
one. 
So we assume 
(Al) A is a densely defined, positive, self-adjoint linear operator with 
essential spectrum bounded below, that is, there exists y > 0 such that, 
for every E > 0, a( A) I-I ( - co, y - E) consists of isolated eigenvalues A, < A, 
< . . . < y of finite multiplicity. 
Let H, be the completion of D(A) with respect to the norm ]]~]]a = 
(Au, u)r” and inner product (u, v)a = (Au, u). Then A has a square root 
A’/‘, and regarded as an operator from Ha to H, it is a homeomorphism. Also 
A - ’ : H + H is bounded with a square root A - ‘12. 
We replace the given problem by the equivalent one 
u - XA-‘u + A-“2N(A-1’2~) = 0. 
Now we assume that 
(A2) A is an eigenvalue of A with 0 < X < y; 
(A3) N:H,+HisoftheformN=N,+N2whereN,:H,-tHiscon- 
tinuous and (N,u - NED, u - u) > 0 for all u, u E H,, and where N,: H, + H 
is compact. Also suppose that ]]Nu]]/]]u]]~ + 0 as ]]~]]a -+ 0. 
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Under these hypotheses, if X has odd multiplicity, there is global 
bifurcation from A. This is Theorem 3.3 of [17]. One could give more general 
hypotheses on N: instead of assuming N = Ni + N,, one could allow an 
intertwined representation and use the theory of semiaccretive type operators 
to prove A-properness. 
In the above A could arise from either an ordinary differential operator or 
a partial differential operator. We shall give an explicit example. Consider the 
linear differential operator 
- u”(X) + 9(x)u on the half line (0, co) 
with boundary condition u(O) = 0. One takes H to be the space L2(0, co), 
and A to be the unique self-adjoint extension to L2. One can give explicit 
restrictions on 9 so that the essential spectrum is bounded below and there 
are eigenvalues (that are simple-multiplicity one) below this. For example, 
it suffices to assume that 
lim 9(x)=C and limsup r2[9(r)-C] < -a. 
r-m z+cc 
The details may be found in Dunford and Schwartz [21, pp. 1481-14821. 
We now consider a possible application to the problem of finding periodic 
solutions of an equation such as 
r”(t)+ b%(t) = g(r(t), x’(t), x”(t)), (4) 
where we take b > 0. In (4), x could denote a vector (a system of equations), 
but for simplicity we shall suppose x is a real scalar. The right-hand side is 
assumed to consist of “higher order terms,” that is, 
&Jv) 
Ixl+ IPI+ Id +O as Ixl+ IPI+ PI + 0. 
Thus x = 0 is a solution of (4), a so-called equilibrium solution. We wish 
to find nontrivial neriodic solutions of (4), that is, solutions such that for some 
T>O we have rlx(t+T)=x(t), tEk.‘IIere T is also an unknown of the 
problem. By replacing t with t/T the problem is seen to be equivalent to 
that of finding solutions of period 1 of 
LX”+ X&(t) = Xg(r, h-r’2X’, A-k”), 
where A = T2. 
(5) 
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We shall define (in suitable spaces) 
Ax(t) = r”(t), &c(t) = -b%(t). 
To apply Theorem 2 we would need to analyze the solutions of x”( t ) + 
hb2x(t) = 0. The elementary theory of ODES tells us that the kernel will 
consist of sines and cosines, and so will be even dimensional. The way round 
this difficulty is to look for either odd or even solutions. We consider the case 
of even solutions; the odd case is rather similar. 
Therefore, one possible choice of spaces is 
X= {xEC2(R):risl-periodicandeven}, 
Y= {y~C’(R):yisl-periodicandeven}, 
with the usual supremum norms. For consistency in (5) we must assume 
g(x, p, r) = g(x, - p, r) for even solutions. 
The following facts are easily shown using the elementary theory of 
ODES. The operator A : X -+ Y is Fredhohn of index zero with kerA = 
{constants}, ImA= {y~Y:j~y(s)ds=O}; the operator B:X*Y is com- 
pact, so A - AB is Fredholm of index zero for all X. Also ch( A, B) = 
{(2kvr/b)2: k = 1,2,...}, and for each h, E ch(A, B), ker(A - h,B) (in the 
given X ) is the one dimensional space spanned by cos(2kr t ). The condition 
Bker(A - X,B)nIm(A - A$) = (0) 
is merely a result about particular integrals of constant coefficient linear 
second order ODES. 
To apply the theorem we therefore need to show that A - XB and 
A - XB - R( ., h) are A-proper relative to some scheme I. 
Suppose that { Y,,, Q,, > is an admissible scheme for maps from Y to Y. Let 
T: X + Y be a bounded linear Fredholm operator of index zero. Then there 
is a homeomorphism H and a compact operator C such that T = H + C. Fix 
such an 23 and C, and let I, = { H- ‘(Y,,), Y,, Q,, }. Then one easily shows 
that T is A-proper relative to the admissible scheme I’,. The idea of 
employing the operator in the construction of the scheme is due to Petryshyn 
and can be used for unbounded operators also (see e.g. [8]). 
Thus, since B is compact here, we have that A - AB is A-proper relative 
to a scheme F,, where we take A = H + C for a fixed H (example: 
Hx=.X”- x). The following hypothesis on g has been used to prove A-prop- 
erness of maps such as A - h B - R( a, A) in the above spaces. 
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(Hl) There exists a constant k < 1 such that 
Ig(x,p,r,)-g(x,p,r2)1~klrl-r21, forall r,p,r,,r,ER. 
One can then use some abstract results on semicontractive type operators to 
show the A-proper property (see, for example, [ll]). 
The following remark of Toland (personal communication) shows that this 
hypothesis is too restrictive in the present context. For a fixed X, p, the 
mapping ++ g(x, p, r) - b2x is a strict contraction and so has a unique fixed 
point, say h(x, p). Then x is a solution of the equation 
x” + b2x = g( x, x’, x”) 
if and only if it is a solution of 
x”+ b2x = g(x, x’, h(x, x’)) 
= G(r, x’) (say). 
Moreover, if g is o(l]x]]), so is G. To see this we write 
Q klG(x, P) I+ I& P, - b2d 1 
Since k < 1, this establishes the claim. 
Thus, (Hl) allows the x” dependence in g to be removed by considering 
an equivalent problem. When g does not depend on x”, it generates a 
compact mapping, so A-properness follows trivially; but one could also apply 
other theories, for example the coincidence degree theory of Mawhin [5], or, 
by using an integral operator setting Leray-Schauder degree theory. If one 
wished to exploit the global behavior of a component of solutions by 
establishing a priori bounds one could lose valuable information by consider- 
ing only the transformed problem. 
However, if one is interested only in the existence of solutions of small 
norm, one only needs to prove a local bifurcation result. To do this, it 
suffices to show that A - XB - R( . , A) is A-proper on a fixed ball Br, of 
radius rO(say), centered at the origin, with r,, independent of h. This can be 
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done by assuming the following: 
(Hl’) There exists r. > 0 and k < 1 such that 
I&, P, ~1) - g(x, P, 4 1 Q Q-1 - r,l 
for all x, p, rl, r2 with max{ 1x1, IPI, PII, Ir2l) d 2%. 
Then, for each fixed x, p, the map r cf g(x, p, T) is a strict contraction of 
I?,, into X, and is therefore a k-ball contraction on BI, &.tIf the radius). For 
each fixed X > 0, the map &x, p, r) = Xg(x, X-“‘p, A-%) satisfies (Hl’), so 
by some standard arguments, the A-properness of A - R( . , A) on Br, follows 
(see, for example, Corollary 2.1 of [ 111). 
The simple argument given above then fails, as the ball Br, need not be 
invariant under the mapping considered there, so it need not have a fixed 
point in Br,. Hypothesis (Hl’) allows many applications, as it depends only 
on the local behavior of g near zero. 
We now consider other hypotheses that have been used to prove A-prop- 
erness. These require the framework of Hilbert spaces. 
We let 
X = { x E W2s2( - 1,l) : x even and l-periodic}, 
Y= {~EL~(-l,l):yevenandl-periodic}. 
Here Y is the familiar space of square-integrable functions with norm 
11~11~ = l’A~(t)l~dt an d inner product (yi, y2) = /!iyl(t)y2(t)dt; X is the 
Sobolev space of elements x that are in L2 together with each of their first 
two (distributional) derivatives with inner product in X the sum of the three 
L2 inner products. Equivalently, W2s2 = ( x : x’ is absolutely continuous and 
x” E L2 }. Moreover, elements of W2s2 can be identified with C’ functions. 
We then define A, B by the same formulae as before, but now with the 
spaces X and Y as above. For h > 0 we define R by 
R(x, A) = Xg(x, x-1’2x’, h-lx”). 
In order that this map X into Y, it is well known by results on Nemitskii 
operators that it is necessary and sufficient that 
(I-IQ (g(x, P,T)( G Ccl+ IxI+ IpI+ Irl) for al x, P, T in R. 
To prove the A-properness of A - X B and A - A B - R( . , A) we shah 
invoke some results of Petryshyn (and Fitzpatrick) [8] and of Petryshyn and 
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Yu [ 111. We take a scheme I?,, similar to the above, where H is the 
homeomorphism ZZx = x” - x and Q,, are orthogonal projections in Y. We 
consider the two hypotheses 
(H3a) [g(x, p, rr) - g(r, p, Ql[rl - d Q 4~~ - Q?, a < 1, for all 
x, P, rl, r2 in R 
and 
(H3b) [g(x, p, rr) - g(r, P, T~)I[T~ - 1 G 4s)lrI - r212 for a.ll x9 P, rlr r2 
in R with ]r, - rs] > s, where (Y : (0, co) + (0,l) is some function. 
By Lemma 3 of Petryshyn [8], if g satisfies (H3a) and G is defined by 
G(x) = g(x, x’, x”), 
then A - G is A-proper relative to P,. For each X > 0, it is easily seen that 
for 
k(x, p, r) = Ag(x, x-1’2p, A-%), 
g satisfies (H3a), and so the A-properness follows. Similarly, (H3b) and 
Corollary 4.1 of Petryshyn and Yu [ 111 prove A-properness. 
However, Hess remarked to the author that when (H3a) holds, the map 
Q : R + R defined by 
r - g(x, p, T) - b2x 
has a unique fixed point again. This follows because I - $I is strongly 
monotone: 
[(I - +I - u - 44~21 h - T21 2 Cl- 4l5 - r212. 
Therefore Z - + is a bijection, so it certainly takes the value 0. Let h(x, p) 
denote this unique fixed point. Then, as previously, the problem can be 
reduced to 
x”+ b2x = G(x, x’) 
Also, if we let r, = h(r, p) - b2x, r, = - b2x, in the above inequality we 
get 
[g(x,p, -b2X)]G(x,p)~tl-~)lG(x,~)12. 
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Since OL < 1, this gives 
This shows that G satisfies (H2) and that if g defines an operator that is 
o(]]x]]), so does G. Thus (H3a) has similar drawbacks to (Hl). 
We now consider (H3b). Here again the map I#I has a unique fixed point. 
This is less obvious now, as I - + is only strictly monotone (so uniqueness is 
clear). However, 
(r-c#+)(+oa as ~r~--+cxJ. 
To see this, suppose that ]r - +(T)] < C for all r. Then fixing r2 and s we 
would get, for all r with ]r - r2] >, s, 
which is impossible for IT] large. Thus, Z - + is a bijection. 
We can again define G(x, p). However, if o(s) + 1 as s + 0, we can no 
longer show that (H2) will hold for G or that G will be o( ]]x]l). Therefore this 
case does not readily reduce to a situation where other theories can be 
applied. 
It is possible to consider more complicated problems, for example, 
systems of ordinary differential equations and partial differential equations 
(for the latter, see [lo]). 
We have seen that two types of problems involving lack of compactness, 
can be handled by the A-proper theory when other theories do not readily 
apply. Other problems, not necessarily bifurcation problems, where compact- 
ness is lost can also be dealt with. For such problems, some generalized 
degree theory is likely to be useful. The A-proper theory allows much 
flexibility in the choice of spaces employed, the class of mapping allowed is 
large, and yet it gives possibly the simplest generalized degree theory. 
Z wish to thank the British Council for their award of a travel grant. 
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